
Dome C. This field facility on the east Antarctic Plateau was
reopened on 20 November 1981. Operated by ANS, the camp
supported continuing glaciological investigation of the east ant-
arctic ice sheet by American and French researchers. The camp
was deactivated on 28 January, and all major vehicles and equip-
ment were returned to McMurdo.

Palmer Station. The 1980-81 winter crew was replaced by a new
crew between 6 and 10 December 1981. During the austral sum-
mer an intensive marine biology program took place, involving
nine projects and 34 NSF grantees. Laboratory space and aquar-
ium facilities were extended to meet the expanded biology pro-
gram. Summer season ended on 2 April. Two grantees, a medic

from the U.S. Naval Support Force Antarctica, and five ANS
personnel remained for the winter.

Research vessel Hero. RN Hero entered drydock in Montevideo
in mid-July for its annual refitting and then supported geo-
logical studies off the southeast coast of Argentina. The first
cruise to Antarctica, in early December, transported the new
Palmer crew and returned the 1980-81 crew to South America.
The science season suffered no delays, and all cruises were
conducted as scheduled. Hero departed Antarctica on 2 April
1982 for the last voyage of the season.

ANS support services were provided under National Science
Foundation contract DPI' 80-03801.
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The diesel-electric generators at McMurdo Station burn an
average of 80 gallons of diesel fuel, arctic grade (DFA) an hour to
meet the station's average load of 1,000 kilowatts. The boilers in
the water desalination plant require an additional 20 gallons of
DFA an hour, and the building heaters, 65. This adds up to
approximately 1.5 million gallons of DFA a year. A study is under
way to determine whether, for these energy needs (power,
water, and building heat), wind turbine generators (wTG's)

would be a feasible alternative to diesel generators.
A preliminary assessment has been made of the wind energy

resource in the vicinity of McMurdo Station, at locations that are
possible sites for large wind turbines. The assessment is based
on (1) approximately 20 years of wind data recorded on strip-
chart recorders in the meteorological center, using an ane-
mometer mounted above the administration building at
McMurdo, (2) 2 weeks of wind measurements at several sites
near McMurdo, using a portable anemometer, a 10-meter-high
mast, and a battery-powered cassette recorder (University of
Arizona), and (3) 3 months of measurements on Star Glacier
above McMurdo, using an automatic weather station with an
anemometer mounted 3 meters above the surface (University of
Wisconsin), and (4) various other measurements and informa-
tion in the literature on the climatology of the Ross Island area.
The sites around McMurdo where portable anemometer mea-
surements were made were chosen because they were believed
to be practical (primarily because of their accessibility) as WTG

sites. (Locations of these sites are given in table 1, and the
measurements taken at them, together with the measurements
taken above the McMurdo administration building, are given in
table 2.)

Measurements were made of the horizontal component of
the wind speed, 10 meters above the ground, at these sites. The
portable anemometer and instrumentation for recording and
reducing the wind data consisted of the components shown
schematically in figures 1 and 2. Data (continuous wind speed)
for each run were recorded on individual cassette tapes. During
the period 12-21 December 1981, roughly 100 runs (approx-
imately 50 hours of data) were recorded. Data for run 7 are
shown in figure 3.

In addition to the data recorded on the cassette tapes, spot
checks of the wind speed at the beginning of each run were
made from the analog readout of the wind speed meter shown
in figure 1. Also, a TALA (tethered aerodynamically lifting ane-
mometer) kite was flown at several of the sites, to check
the wind direction and the turbulence at heights of between 50
and 100 meters. These kite flights gave evidence of wind flow

Table 1. Locations of wind survey sites

Coordinatesa
(thousands of

Elevation	feet)

Site name	 (feet)	East	West

Gap I	 206	1,770.3 4,453.9
Gap II	 227	1,770.9 4,453.7
Star Lake	 480	1,770.2 4,457.3
Transmitter	 521	1,771.1 4,454.7
Dome Hill	 505	1,768.5 4,457.4
Arrival Heights	 426	1,766.9 4,457.4

Plateau	 523	1,768.6 4,458.2
Crater Hill	 987	1,772.9 4,457.4
Hut Point	 40	1,766.2 4,455.0
Star Glacier AWS (Jimmy)	 656	1,771.7 4,460.0
Administration building	 62	1,768.2 4,454.4

a Source: U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office Chart H.O. 6712, McMurdo
Station and Vicinity (3rd ed.). Coordinates are for the 1,000-foot Universal
Transverse Mercator (uTM) Grid, Zone 58C, International Spheroid.
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Figure 1. Portable anemometer and wind data recording system.

separation and severe turbulence at the crest of the site at
Arrival Heights and showed that the flow through The Gap" is
relatively free of terrain-induced turbulence above approx-
imatey 30 meters. The data in the table indicate that the wind

speeds at 10 meters above the ground, at potential WTG sites in
the vicinity of McMurdo Station, are at least 50 percent higher
than the wind speeds recorded at the administration building. It
is not unreasonable, therefore, to expect an annual average WTG

Hewlett-Packard	 Hewlett-Packard	 Hewlett-Packard
model 9872A	 model 9835A	 model 3455A

Figure 2. Wind data reduction system.
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Table 2. Speed and direction of wind at possible wind turbine generator sites and above the McMurdo administration building

Site	 Administration bldg.
Time

(Greenwich	Average	 Average
Potential WTG	Date	Mean	velocity	 velocity	 Standard

site	 (1981)	Time)	(Knots)	Direction	(Knots)	Direction	deviation

Gap I	 12121	21:46	14.26
Gap I	 12/21	22:33	13.20
Star Lake	 12/22	03.20	11.68
Star Lake	 12122	04:07	11.62
Dome Hill	 12/22	21:21	 15.71
Dome Hill	 12/22	22:03	17.10
Dome Hill	 12/22	22:52	16.92

Arrival Heights	12123	01:28	16.62
Arrival Heights	12/23	02:13	18.08
Plateau	 12/23	03:36	13.75
Gap I	 12123	17:02	 7.30
Gap I	 12123	22:27	 5.90

Gap ii	 12124	22:48	 4.74
Gap Ii	 12/25	02:11	 10.28
Gap Il	 12/25	05:50	 9.66
Gap ii	 12/25	08:23	 9.34
Gap Ii	 12/26	22:58	13.36

Crater Hill	 12/27	04:00	 8.02
Gap Il	 12/27	21:00	23.07
Gap ii	 12127	21:45	15.57
Gap ii	 12/28	01:35	21.99
Dome Hill	 12128	21:17	 5.40

Gap ii	 12/29	02:29	 9.07
Gap II	 12/29	07:15	15.37
Gap ii	 12/31	00:42	10.97
Gap II	 12/31	04:16	18.34

N	 9	 N	 2.05
N	 8	 N	 1.41
N	 6	 NNW	 1.61
N	 7	 NNW	 1.17

NW	 10	 N	 1.13
NW	 10	 N	 .85
NW	 10	 N	 1.28

NW	 9	 N	 1.40
NW	 9	 N	 1.03
NW	 8	 N	 1.34
NW	 3	 NW	 1.26
W	 1	 W	 1.29

E	 4	 NW	 1.48
W	 6	 NNW	 1.28

NW	 6	 NNW	 1.54
NW	 5	 NW	 1.08

E	 8	 E	 1.93

E	 9	 E	 .84
E	 9	 E	 2.51
E	 9	 ESE	 1.51
E	 14	 ESE	 1.58

NW	 6	 NW	 4.47

NW	 6	 NW	 2.65
E	 10	 E	 3.27

ENE	 9	 E	 1.75
ENE	 14	 E	 1.11

Figure 3. Run 7 output: Speed vs. time.

site wind speed of 9 to 10 meters per second; a very conservative
estimate of wind speed at the administration building would be
6 to 7 meters per second.

In summary, it appears from this preliminary examination
that generation of electricity by wind turbine generators would
be feasible, at least in some respects. An excellent wind resource
and adequate generator sites are available. Large WTG'S could be
used in conjunctijon with existing diesel generators. Finally,
large wrc's have demonstrated good reliability and main-
tainability in environments similar to that of McMurdo Station.

I must emphasize that these conclusions are preliminary and
subject to verification through further site screening, wind mea-
surements, and consultation with WTG manufacturers. In addi-
tion, it has not yet been determined whether wi'c's would be
compatible with the electromagnetic environment.

This research was supported by National Science Foundation
contract DPP 81-08420. Field personnel were the author and
research assistant Robert D. Watters; instrumentation was de-
veloped by Walter Wrigglesworth and James L. Blair.
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